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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 1,095.25 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 230.00 €

Product details:
Product code: 718406-B21
EAN: 0887758077917
Manufacturer: Hewlett Packard Enterprise

1,325.25 €

Product is discontinued. You
can not order it anymore.

* VAT included
Is server space becoming a problem in your data center?
The HP ProLiant SL2500 Scalable System offers a very dense solution with up to 4 independent HP ProLiant SL210t
Gen8 hot-pluggable server nodes in a standard 2U chassis. Each SL210t Gen8 Server node can be serviced
individually without impacting the operation of other nodes sharing the same chassis, to provide increased server
uptime. Each server node harnesses the performance of 1866 MHz memory and dual Intel® Xeon® E5-2600 v2
processors in a very efficient package that shares both power and cooling.
The ProLiant SL2500 provides all the features expected in an enterprise server, with the added benefit of being
optimized for efficiency, density and flexibility. The ProLiant SL2500 doubles the density, as compared to standard rack
servers, to increase available data center floor space, improve performance while lowering energy consumption, and
provide flexible configurations that fit into existing industry standard racks.
Main specifications:
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